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ABSTRACT
In the Digital Age, the analysis and exploration of unstructured

document collections is of central importance to members of inves-

tigative professions, whether they might be scholars, journalists,

paralegals, or analysts. In many of their domains, entities play a

key role in the discovery of implicit relations between the contents

of documents and thus serve as natural entry points to a detailed

manual analysis, such as the prototypical 5Ws in journalism or

stock symbols in finance. To assist in these analyses, entity-centric

networks have been proposed as a language model that represents

document collections as a cooccurrence graph of entities and terms,

and thereby enables the visual exploration of corpora. Here, we

present ECCE, a web-based application that implements entity-

centric networks, augments them with contextual language models,

and provides users with the ability to upload, manage, and explore

document collections. Our application is available as a web-based

service at http://dimtools.uni.kn/ecce.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Information extraction; • Infor-
mation systems→ Document representation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An ever-expanding wealth of information is created, stored, and

disseminated in the form of unstructured text. In recent years,
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scalable neural language models have enabled the processing of

this information at previously infeasible scales. However, in smaller

settings where big language data is unavailable or not directly

applicable, such language models alone cannot yet fully replace

human investigative skills in knowledge acquisition. Consequently,

semi-supervised approaches that include humans in the loop are

often necessary in deriving insights from document collections.

A common thread in such investigations is the initial exploration

of a corpus, which tends to rely on the visualization of documents,

topics, or entity relations as networks or graphs to link information

within and across documents. The benefits of graph-based indexing

and visualization tools are tremendous and have been emphasized

in such diverse domains as news investigation [5, 17], the political

and social sciences [8], or the digital humanities [6].

One versatile type of language model that supports graph-based

exploration are implicit entity models [16, 17], which have been

demonstrated to work well in the extraction of entity relations [14]

and topics in the news domain [15]. Here, we introduce ECCE, a

web-based application that uses an implicit network representation

for the interactive exploration of document collections containing

English text. In contrast to previous contributions, it takes a domain-

agnostic approach and works as an end-to-end web tool in which

users may upload, annotate, and explore their own corpora.

Contributions.We make three primary contributions.

• We implement a web service for end-to-end implicit network

exploration of user-defined documents and corpora.

• We demonstrate how implicit entity networks can be im-

proved by taking advantage of contextual language models.

• We propose on-demand clustering of edge contexts to sup-

port interactive exploration by minimizing pre-computation.

2 RELATEDWORK
Due to the diversity of domains in which text data are analyzed,

numerous related applications can be found in the literature.

Interactive annotation. Several tools facilitate the interactive an-
notation of corpora via online user interfaces. Examples include ET,

which enables users to edit, annotate, and query corpora and assess

the quality of annotations [1]. Similarly, TALEN is a web interface

for interactively annotating low-resource entities in corpora [10].

In contrast to ECCE, the above tools provide annotation capability

as the primary function, while we use it solely as the means to

facilitate the entity-centric exploration of the corpus.

http://dimtools.uni.kn/ecce
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Knowledge base integration. To utilize or extend structured in-

formation, some approaches include domain-specific knowledge

bases. CurEx [9] identifies entities in unstructured documents, de-

termines the relationship strength based on cooccurrence, and links

them to entities in a knowledge base to generate an explorable en-

tity network. SEMANNOREX supports the semantically enriched

search of news by linking entities to an ontology whose structure

is then used to derive semantic similarity scores for retrieval opera-

tions [7]. In contrast to ECCE, these tools do not focus on implicit

entity relations described within a corpus.

Graph-based topic modelling. Topics are a staple of document

analysis, and for the visual exploration of topics, named entities of-

ten play an important role. ContraVis demonstrates the use of visual

topic modeling for the comparison of corpora [8]. InfraNodus pro-

vides network analysis capabilities for word cooccurrence networks

and employs community detection to identify topics [12]. The most

closely related topic-centric approach to ECCE is TopExNet [15],

which visualizes graph topics in entangled news streams, yet does

not allow the user to work with their own document data.

Exploration of implicit relations. Implicit relations between

entities tend to be a focus of corpus exploration. Receptor is a

platform for the extraction of implicit relations between entities

and events in sensitive corpora via graph search [11]. In the news

domain, focusing on the joint occurrence of entities quickly leads

to the detection of events, which typically describe (co)occurrences

of persons at a specific place and time. TiCCo is a tool for the graph-

based temporal exploration of such events in news [3]. Similarly,

EVELIN [14] supports the graph-based retrieval of entities, their

relations and implicit descriptions thereof from news articles and

Wikipedia texts through faceted search. Some other works focus

on more narrow domains, such as the analysis of relations between

companies that jointly occur in news articles [5].

In contrast to the above tools and methods, ECCE focuses not

just on the extraction and exploration, but on a comprehensive

pipeline in which the user annotates and explores their documents.

3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
ECCE is built using implicit entity networks [16] and contextual im-

plicit entity networks [17] for corpus representation and indexing.

We briefly describe the underlying intuition of these models.

Implicit Entity Networks (IEN). IENs were proposed as a joint

representation of entities, terms, and the sentences and documents

that contain them to enable interactive entity-centric retrieval [16].

Conceptually, IENs are entity cooccurrence networks in which

nodes V correspond to entities in the documents. Each entity is

associated with an entity type and entities are unique by entity

name and type. Edges E between entities are weighted by the in-

verse exponential of the cooccurrence distance δ (typically counted

in units of sentences). To represent the full corpus, parallel edges

between entities v,w ∈ V are aggregated over all instances Iv ,w
in which they cooccur to derive an edge weight ω as

ω(v,w) =
∑

i ∈Iv ,w

exp−δi (v,w). (1)

Due to the exponentially decaying weights, it is sufficient to con-

sider cooccurrences within some context window of fixed size c .
While the method performs well for the interactive exploration

Figure 1: Schematic overview of contextual implicit entity
network construction. (A) Entities are extracted as nodes,
edgeweights are derived from cooccurrence distances δ . The
context is used to compute text embeddingsκ. (B) Edgeswith
similar contexts are aggregated, their weights are combined
to ω, and the contexts are averaged. (C) A joint network rep-
resentation is created from all cooccurrences in the corpus.

of documents, the aggregation over all cooccurrence contexts is

problematic when entities cooccur in multiple different contexts.

Contextual Implicit Entity Networks (CIEN). To address the

ambiguity of entity cooccurrences in differing contexts, CIENs are

constructed to take into account the context [17]. Instead of ag-

gregating all parallel edges, individual edges between two given

entities are attributed with a context embedding κ that is derived

from the text in the cooccurrence window. Edge contexts are clus-

tered using some suitable similarity measure (e.g., cosine similarity)

and algorithm (the number of contexts is a-priori unknown, so

density-based clustering such as DBSCAN [2] is sensible). Only

edges with similar contexts are aggregated, such that the resulting

network retains some parallel edges. For an overview, see Figure 1.

Neural context embeddings. In the original implementation of

CIENs [17], edge contexts are derived by averaging static word2vec

embeddings of all words in the context window. To take advantage

of advances in neural language modeling, we instead compute

contextual sentence embeddings with a transformer model [13]

directly from the entire context window as input.

On-demand aggregation of edge contexts. In the default im-

plementation, parallel edges in CIENs are aggregated during pre-

computation when documents are added, which is expensive due

to the large number of cooccurrences that scales quadratically with

the number of entities inside a context window. In practice, we

observe that the majority of relations will never be explored by the

user, so an IEN representation instead of a CIEN representation is

sufficient. Thus, as a compute-efficient alternative, we propose the

on-demand aggregation of edges, in which only a single edge is

added between any two adjacent entities in the graph visualization

until the context for this entity pair is explored, at which time the

contexts for the selected edge are aggregated as needed.

4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Based on the above methodology, we describe the system archi-

tecture for extracting, displaying, and interacting with contextual

implicit entity network representations of a document corpus. For

an overview of the system, see Figure 2.
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4.1 Document Database
For the storage of documents and corpora, we use MongoDB as

a text-centred NoSQL database. Documents are grouped into cor-

pora and assigned unique object identifiers, which can be used by

users to retrieve, manipulate or delete data at a later time. Data

is transferred to and from the database in JSON format. We also

use the database for caching document annotations to avoid costly

repeated computation and the loss of manual annotation data.

4.2 NLP and ML Modules
For processing the data, we use four major modules: (1) text pre-

processing and named entity annotation, (2) sentence embedding,

(3) implicit network extraction, and (4) edge clustering.

Text preprocessing and annotation. For segmentation, tokeniza-

tion, stop word detection, and named entity recognition we use the

Python package spaCy. Out of its tag set, we use person, org, gpe,

norp, loc and work_of_art as default. The user may also acti-

vate tagging for cardinal, date, money, product, time, percent,

qantity, event, ordinal, fac, law, and language.

Sentence embedding. We employ a contextual language model

to compute context embeddings for entity cooccurrences. Specifi-

cally, we use the pre-trained version of sentence-BERT [13] that is

implemented in the Python package sentence transformers with the

multi-qa-distilbert-cos-v1 model from Huggingface.

Implicit network extraction. For the extraction of IENs (before

context embeddings are added), we implemented a Python version

of the original algorithm [16], which we also make available as

a separate Python package
1
. The network data is passed to the

frontend in JSON format. By default, we use a context window of

size c = 2 sentences to each side for determining cooccurrences,

but the user may adjust this value.

Edge clustering. Following the approach originally proposed for

clustering edges in CIENs, we use DBSCAN [2] as implemented

in the sklearn Python package. We specify the cosine distance as

metric, and set ε = 0.25 and a minimum sample size of 1.

4.3 Backend
The backend operates as a RESTful web service that connects the

database and the NLP modules to the frontend by providing API

endpoints for corpusmanagement, document annotation, and entity

network extraction. It is implemented using the Python package

Flask. The programming logic is completely decoupled from the

frontend and can serve HTTP requests by external applications

using the standardized API endpoints. Thus, the backend allows

for modules to be distributed and shared across machines, which is

particularly useful regarding scalability when considering the GPU

requirements of language models in the NLP module.

4.4 Web Frontend
The frontend of ECCE is implemented as a web interface using

Vue.js and consists of three primary views: document and corpus

management, annotation interface, and network exploration (for

details, see Section 5). For interactive UI elements and implementing

the responsive layout, we use the BootstrapVue library. To visualize

1
https://pypi.org/project/implicit-word-network/

Figure 2: Schematic view of the application architecture.

the CIEN, we use the JavaScript library D3. Communication be-

tween the frontend and the backend is handled via HTTP requests.

The application itself is stateless and the server-side storage and

retrieval of documents relies on unique identifiers, for which we

use MongoDB’s object IDs.

5 FUNCTIONALITY AND DEMONSTRATION
In the following, we present the functionality of the application by

describing a typical usage scenario, which is organized into three

main stages as shown in Figure 3: (A) uploading documents and

managing corpora, (B) annotating the documents, and (C) exploring

the extracted contextual implicit entity network. ECCE is available

as a web demonstration, including usage instructions (for the URL,

we refer the reader to the abstract).

A: Document upload and corpus management. We designed

ECCE to allow users to analyze their own documents and corpora,

either by entering them as text input or by uploading plain text

in a CSV file. All documents are stored in the underlying database

and assigned a unique identifier that allows them to be retrieved

and edited at a later time by providing this identifier. We delib-

erately rely on a loginless scheme to avoid the necessity of user

management and allow easy yet secure data sharing between users.

B: Document annotation. Once the user has created or uploaded
and edited all documents, they can proceed to the named entity

recognition phase. Named entity annotations are suggested auto-

matically, highlighted in the text, and color-coded by type. Further-

more, stop words and punctuation tokens are detected (so they can

be discarded later during the construction of the entity network).

Since even state-of-the-art entity recognition is known to be error-

prone in the best of cases and on data from well-researched and

popular domains [4], the user is also given the option to correct

all annotations, which may be added, deleted, or given a different

entity type. Where necessary, individual tokens can be merged to

reflect compound or nested entities.

C: Entity network exploration. Once the user is satisfied with

the annotations, the annotated documents are used to construct

a CIEN of the entire corpus, which is then displayed to the user

using a force-directed graph layout. Nodes are color-coded by en-

tity type, and the frequency with which an entity occurs in the

corpus is represented by node size using linear scaling. Entities

https://pypi.org/project/implicit-word-network/
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Figure 3: Web interface of ECCE. (A) Documents can be added, edited, and deleted individually or imported in bulk by upload-
ing a text file. (B) Named entity annotations for the documents (computed with spaCy) are displayed and can be edited, deleted,
or merged into compound entities. (C) The extracted entity network is visualized using force-directed layout, allowing the ex-
ploration of entity cooccurrences in context. Entity types are encoded as node colors, edge width denotes relation strength
between entities. Parallel edges are clustered on-demand during exploration by using neural contextual sentence embeddings
of their context as features. Document provenance can be viewed for occurrences (nodes) and cooccurrences (edges).

that cooccur in the corpus are connected by edges, whose width

and opacity corresponds to the IEN edge weight, as introduced in

Section 3. This enables the user to identify entities of high impor-

tance in the corpus, as well as the relations between them. When

a node is clicked, further details about the corresponding entity

are displayed, including the sentences and documents in which the

entity occurs. When edges are selected, the cooccurrence contexts

are automatically clustered on-demand as described in Section 4

and provenance information is displayed for all retrieved clusters

of contexts in which the incident entities occur, again including

sentences and documents. The text contents of documents are dis-

played in a separate pane, so the user may simultaneously explore

entity relations in the network and in the documents.

Since the implicit networks may grow to inconvenient sizes or

densities when larger document collections are used as input, we

provide display options for filtering the network view. By default,

we display the 150 most frequently occurring entities and all edges,

but thresholds for entity frequency and edge weight can be adjusted

via two sliders. Alternatively, a filter may be applied to display only

entities of a certain type. Navigation between the three stages is

continuous to enable the user to update annotations or documents.

6 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We presented ECCE, a web application for the exploration of user-

defined text corpora by leveraging contextual implicit entity net-

works, which we adapted to take advantage of pre-trained contex-

tual language models. Our work demonstrates the utility of implicit

entity networks for transforming unstructured text into a struc-

tured and easily explorable network representation. By introducing

on-demand clustering of cooccurrence edges based on context, we

mitigate the runtime constraints of implicit entity networks and

ensure interactive response times during the exploration.

Ongoing work. We are working on the integration of alternate

entity recognition libraries and tag sets, and are including pre-

trained language models for additional languages. Our aim is to

further improve the versatility of ECCE as a tool for exploring text

data originating from arbitrary domains and languages.
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